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it 

I, 	OCEEDI,Nas 
11,of 

ACTNG CHAIRPERSON BELL: Atthe moment 	are 
( 

only tw6-of us here, but that's all it takes to get a. 

quorum 

Mr. Northrop, an I have a quorum call? 

NORTLMOP: Mr, Bell. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Here. 

MR, NORTHROP: Mr Ackerman. 

	

10 
	

MR, ACXERMAN: Here. 

	

11 
	

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, there are two present: 

	

12 
	

Mr. Bell and Mr. Ackerman. 

	

13 
	

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL 
	

1 right. A quorum is 

14 1 present. 

1 
	

Tide minutes of the meeting of November 20th were 

distributed. Are there any corrections or other changes to 

	

17 	e minutes? 

	

18 	 If not, they will be deemed approved. 

	

19 	 We will start with., the report of the executive 

	

20 	officer. Mr. Northrop. 

	

21 	 MR. NORTHROP: Thank you. Mr. Chairman and 

22 Mr. Ackerman, the staff has been informed by Mr. Graydon 

	

23 	Nichols, an engiOer for Reci,:amation District 2040, that 

( 

	

24 	delays in obtaining a State;,ands Commission permit may 

	

25 	cause difficulty. Normal processing for their proposed 

PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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levee maintenance project may not allow enoughtime to 

complete that phase of the work before the spring runoff. 

	

3 	 The project involves the bank protection necessary 

tossure that the land within the district is protected 

	

5 	from potential flood damage. Although the district has been 
'_. 

	

6 	in the process of obtaining thl. necessary permits since 

early this spring, they were not aware until ;his month that 

a permit from the State Lands Commission was necessary. 

The applicant v.opose4 a fiv6-year levee 

	

20 	rehabilitation plan for' ictoria Is1411Ad im western San 

	

11 	Joaquin County just north of the Clifton Court Forebay. The 

	

12 	plan includes plac,i,nq approximately 25,000 Cubic yards of 

	

13 	stone rip- :p and 8,500 cubic yards'Of bedding material 

	

14 	along the waterward levee banks of Old River r  Middle RiVer 

	

15 	and both North and South Victoiiia Canals. Rock protection 

16 would be placed first in areas in immediate need of bank 

17:  protection. All material will be imported; no dredging of 

	

18 	the waterways will occur: 

	

19 	 The Resources Agency is satisfied that the pa4lject 

20  will not have a significant advese impact on the 

	

21 	environment so long as the work is done)  according to the 

	

22 	standards adopted by the Department of Fish and Game and the 

	

23 	U.S Fish a d Wildlife Service. The subject land is 

	

24 	classified as category B in the Signif3'ant Lands Report. 

	

25 	 The dorps of Engineers is prepared to issue their 

0 
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permit for the subject project as soon as State Lands lifts 

its objection. Tho applicant has submitted the application 

and filing fees. 

4I 	 The applicant has requested that he be allowed to 

0 

5 I begin his bank protection project prior to the finalizing 

of, a State Lands Commission permit so that the necessary 

work can be completed-prior as I said before, to the spring 

8 j runoff„( The proposed project is excerpt from CEQA as a minor 
,/ 

9 altertion to the land, Staff expects toubmit a final 

10 	permit to the commission for approval at the January meeting 

11 	 Wt h your consent, and after this rather lenvthy 

explanation/  we will advise Mr. Nichols and the Corps of 
6 

Engineers that he may proceed with his project. 

14 	 MR. ACKERMAN: Was their original objection from 

15 	the commissioh just a formality? 

16 	 MR. NORTHROP; No. They really didn't realize they 

17 had to come to the comtission until a week or so ago. Had 

18 they started us with everybody else, they would have had 

10 	adequlite time and we would have processed it, 

2 	 ACIOG CHAIRPERSON BELL; SO when 'you say ''as soon 

21 1 as State Lands lifts its objection,.'' were merely talking 

/2 about the fact that we've reminded them a permit is 

23 	necessary* 

24 	 MR. NORTHROp: Right. That's correct, Mr. Bell. 

25 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: With our consent, then, 

(.= 
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• 

07,  
we can give you perMission to advise Mr. Nichols to go ahead 

on a temporary basis, and we'll have the permit on our 

January'agenda? 

M.R. NORTHROP That would handle the problem. 

MR. ACKERMAN: No objection. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection, then, 

7I we Will act .on this item as described. 

	

8 	 MR. NORTI-IROP: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ackerman, the 

	

9 	California Coast41 Commission at its December 18th meeting 

	

10 	approved a coastal energy impact program grant to the State 

	

11 	Lands Commission in the amount of 869,964 for a study to 

	

12 	identify the nature and extent of major, oil seeps 

	

13 	Santa Barbara Channol. The major objective of th,is project 

14 ,is to provide sufficient verified physical data on such 

	

W5 	seeps to map and study them. 

	

16 	 The data collection andmappingtask constitute the 

first phase of this project. Once completed, a grant 

0 
	 augmenatior,of approximately $30,000 will, be considered to 

	

19 	cowl4ete a preliminary analysis to determine the feasibility 

	

20 	of capturing such oil and gas for transport to onshore 

	

21 
	

facilitieS. 

	

22 
	

Mr. Chairman, that 'completes my report, with the 

	

23 
	

exception that I'd like to draw your attention to calendar 

	

24 
	

item Cli, which is off calendar, and item number 14 i also 

	

25 	off calendar. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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1  

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

• 

t(//  Mr. Chairman, that Comple Us my report, sir. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Mr. Northrop. 

We turn now 0D the calendar. The first 13 items, with the 

justeannOnceremoval of item C11, are before us for our 

pProval. Theso items are routine in nature. They have 

6 been reviewed by both the staff and the commission members. We 

see no problems with them. The only reason we bring it up 

is to find out if anyone in the audience would wish to 

object to any of the items. If so, they will be pulled off 

lo 	the consent calendar and heard as a regular item. 

11 f there is no objection to items CI through C13, 

12 	with thePdvletion of C11, I will entertain a motion. 

13 	 MR. ACKERMAN: So moved. 

14 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. Without 

15 	objection, its Cl through C13 with the deletion of item 

16 	ClI are approved. 

17 	 On the'regular calendar, Mr. Northrop informs me 

18 	that item 14 has been pulled .;off calendar, so,the first item 

19 	on the agenda before us on the regular calendar is item 15 

20 	for the California Department of Fish and Game. 

21 	 MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, this is a permit by 

22 	the California Department of PlAh and Game to ponstruct a 

23 	protective barrier on Megit Island to protect a gull rookery 

24 	in an existing wildlife habitat. 

25 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Are there any objections 
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3 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

to the item? 

MR. ACKERMAN: No, none. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. without 

objection, item 15 will be approved. 

Item 16, City of Huntington Beach. 

MR. NORTHROP; Mr. Chairman, this is for the 

replacement of an existing wooden bridge with a concrete 

highway bridge in the area of Bolsa Chica in Huntington 

Beach, 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any objections to item 16 

MR. ACKERMAN: No objection. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection, item 

16 is approved. 

Item 17, an assignment to C. William Johnson and 

Carole R. Johnson. 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, this is the assignment 

of a parcel in McKinney Bay in Lake Tahoe. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: No problems? 

MR. NORTHROP: No problems with that one 

Mr. Chairman. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. Atiy objection. 

MR. ACKERMAN: No objection. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection, item 

1.7 is approved. 

Item 18, Pacific Gas and Electric Company,applicant 
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12 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

fl 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairrxcl, this is a denial of 

a lease for an electric line across the &IA Joaquin River. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL; That's all you wish to 

say about it? 

MR. NORTHROP: Yes, I think so. 
0 
ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Since we're famil',F.rwith 

the item 7— is there any objection? 

MR. ACKERMAN: I have no probl,em with this/one. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any objecti‘zkirLz,:erom the 

audience? 

If not, item 18 will be approved as a denial of a 

lease. 

Now we go to boundary settlements and exchanges, 

item 19, Alritos Bay boundary settlement agreement. 

MR NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Tayldt from the 

Attorney General's office was going to present this item; 

however, due to weather conditions in Sacramento, he is not 

here. Mr. Thompson has been in recent contact With him on 

the phone, and he will bring us up to date on this 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON HE': Mr. Thompson. 

MR, THOMPSON: This is a second amendment to the 

last of a series of boundary settlements in the Alamitos Bq 

in Long Beach, In November 1978 a time extension of one 

year was given by the commipion to finalize this settlement 

We're now asking the commission at thi time to approve some 

0 
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amendments that have been worked up since tf1e last extension 

2 and to give a two-year time extension to the periodAo 

3 obtain all the various parties' agreements and do the 

4 	filings. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSOI-I'BELL: The primary thing we have 

6 here other than cleanup is the fact that we're extending for 

7 two more years on these last, pieces of cleanup work. 

5 

MR. THOMPSON: Yes, because it would be physi,ally 

9 impossible to do it by the January 1st deadline. 

10 	 . ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Arc 'there ,  ny objections 

11 	to this item? 

12. 
	

MR. ACKERMTN: No 

■.) 

13 

14 	approved. 

15 

16 

17 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Hearing none, item 19 is 

A land bank item, number 20. 

Mr, Northrop, is this yours? 

MR. NORTHROP: Yes. Mr. Chairman, this is a land 

18 	bank parcel of approximately 441 acres' in Suisin Bay, which 

19 	we are getting from the Trust for Public Lands. The concept 

20 is similar to the progam we accomplished on Browns-Island. 

21 	We will take parcels of this land to offset other submerged 

22 areas that are no longer useful to the state and convert 

23 	them into this parcel. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: So as we deal with 

mitigation problems, the percentage of our ownership of this • 
24 

25 

• 
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9 

particular land will gO, up. 

MR. NORTHROP; 	A will increase unkil'one day we 

3 	own the 441 acres. 

ACTING CHA4P1 RSON BELL: I see 

MR. ACKERMAN: I have a question. 5 

11 

416  

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr, Ackerman. 

MR.. ACKERMAN: When we accept lands such as 

marsh lands, does the State Lands Commission actually 

maintain the land, or is it turned over to the Department o 

10 Fish and Game? 

11 	 MR. NORTHROP: As long as we don't own it in fee, 

12 Mr. Ackerman, the ownership stays with the Trust for Public 

13 	Land. They administer it. When we take it over, then we 

14 usually immediately look for another public entity that 

15 	in that management area to do it. For example, on today's 

16 calendar we have an item en Browns Island being turned over 

17 
	

to a park disrict to manage. 

18 
	

So it's not as though we were looking for land to 

19 increase our land base, but rather to put it in an agency 

20 that is equipped to handle that sort of a program. 

21 
	

MR. ACKERMAN: Is all that usually Prt, of the 

22 consideration when an exchange is made in the beginnning? 

23 
	

MR. NORTHROP: With Browns ISland it happened to be 

24 We knew where we were going. On this one here, we probably 

25 are looking at Fish and Game. Generally, we've looked at 

PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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23 

••• 

(1` 

Fishy  and Game or Parks and Recreation. 

We have had informal conversations with Fish and 

Game, but nothing formal. They uhderstand what we're doing, 

and the Resources Agency"is looking forward to receiving 

this parcel, probably administered by Fish and Game. 

As A. matter of fact, the Assistant Secretary of 

Resources wrote a very laudatory letter recently to the 

commission and the staff on this particular operation. 

9 	 MR. ACKERMAN: That's good. 

10 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mt, Ackeeman's comment 

11 	really, then, applies Primarily to the point at which we 

1 	receive fee;  

13 
	

MR. NORTHROP: Right. 

14 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: We ought to be careful 

15 
	

that we have things lined up at that point. 

16 
	

MR. NORTHROP: It will come back to the commission 

17 
	

for the final awarding. Staff doesn't anticipate winding 

18 	up with 440 acres we Jon't know Whilt to do with. 

19 
	

MR. ACKERMAN: But the commission normally doesn't 

20 	maintain land. . 

2 
	

MR. NORTHROP1 Right. As a general rule we do not 

22 'maintain land, because we're just not equipped to maintain 

it. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Is there any objection 

2$ 	to ioem 20? 	 ( 	
( 
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5 

On patents, item 21, Bureau of Land Management-. 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Trout will discuss 

this because he's been intimately involved with this item. 

_MR: TROTA-2; mhe reason this it is back before the 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr, AckpFman. 

19 	 MR. ACKERMAN: Some comments and questions arose 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Hearing none,R, item 20 is 

I f  

8 f commission, Mr. Chairman, is part of a common problem we 

9 have with the Justice Department and the Department of 

10 	Interior. The ELM attempted to purchase a perpetual road 

11 ,  easement, which the commission approved. However the 

12 	fedetal Justice Department wants the Interior Departmnt to 

13 	acquire =ee interest in properties, so they have rejected 

14 	the perpetual rod easement and asked 1IM to come back to 

15 	the state and acquire a fee interest with the right of 

16 	access reserved by the state. That's why this has come 

Ze yesterday on this. I knowthe Lands Commission has been in 

a continual battle with the' Bureau of Land Management 'Over 

22' the maintenance of lands in the state -- 

23 	 MR, NORTHROP: 

24 	things. 

25  MR, ACKERMAN: Ic--)tnow calenda em 22 invelves an 

"■••■■■•1.■■■•■■*.•■••■■••.••■■•.IM... 
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exchange of lands, where we're picking up some we think. have 

been rightfully due us for a. long time. 

I have. been involved In looking at this whole 

sagebrush rebellion issue for somejame, with the federal 

goVernment literally sitting on our requests for land 

exchanges for years, right back into the 1960s, as I 

understand it. For 15 years or so they simply have not 

acted pn states' requests. 

Would it be proper, at least in staff's opinicA, to 

just withhold action on this item, or at least postpone it, 

so we can have some further conversation with the Bureau of 

Land Management on their whole policy as it pertains to the 

better running of lands within the state's boundaries? 

MR. NORTHRO • Mr. Ackerman, staff is frustrated 

in attempting to deal with the federal government, and 

particularly with BLM, They perceive their role -- as you 

know, they own some 47 percent of California, and that 

figure is going up., We really don't know how to send them 

a message, and this may be a way for the commission to send 

them a message, because I think so far the SLM has felt that 

all the staff of State Lands -- and other state agencies, 

22 because this is shared by all the rest of the states, the 

23 western states in particular -- that it's some kind of 

'24 bureaucratic turf problem. 

25 	 Thelawyers tell me it runs thew;;  Tenth Amendment' 
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situation, a situation'Of'state's rights.' 

Staff would be pleased, I think, to4lave this word 

3 of Support from the commission that'there is Serious 

problem with BLM and the way they're handling the problem. 

To make such a move, I think, wnuld be helpful. 

0 

s. 

25 BLM state affi'de and the 

22, 

23 

24 

13 

14'' 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

11 

10 

7 

6 

acres discussed in 22 is agreeable 	as of conversations 

had this merning.- , 

Mr, Trout? 

MR. TROUT: The records and title Staffs of both the 

we have agreement wit12BLM fermeqlly.that'the number of 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: 	assuming we don't 

want to jeopardize item 22 by turning down 21. 

despite what we may have told you in - briefing, I'm not sure 

BLM. 

cooperation on BLM requests wa expect sometl-ing back from 

continuing attitude and indicate that in exchange_, for state 

staff would say that since we've already gone underway on 

this thing, we would suggest the commission miOt approve 

this item, but instruct the staff it any further negotiation 

to explain to BLM the displeasure of the commission in their 

MR. ACREAMAN: Would that be a likelihood? 

MA. NORTHROP: I'm not sure we have agreement 7-- 

I would ask Mr. Trout what he thinks. 

MB.,  TROUT: I think probably at this point the 

State Lands CoMmission now agree 

0 • 

0 
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that the records reflect she 	ures shown in calendar item 

22. That has not yet bee \approved by the necessary heads 

c-;= the divisions isr Washington, D.C. 

If the Omission wai ts to reject item 2l, I don't 

think there's an,/ jeopardy to item 22, because that'  -s 

basically just a factual situation. 

 MR. ACKERMAN: I'd propose that wedefertem 21 

not reject it, 	simply pull i off calendar to be placed 

on a subsequent peeting agenda after you've had a chance to 

10 contact ELM maa4gement.  
-..---,) 

1 l''' 	 MR. NOA'HROP: Thank you very kindly,,kif that's the 

li! 	 ((- ? wish of the oOmMission. 

13 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELIO The commission is not 
_ 

14 	rejecting; it 4,s just:Aeferring and taking item 21 off'.  

15 	calendar. All right. That Will be the action of the 

16 

17 	 Now we go to item2.2, whiCh was just referred to, 

18 	but we are now hearing item 22. 

MR. NORTHROP: 'Mr, Trout will address 22. 

20 	 MR. TROUT: Mr. Chairman, it's basically an 

21 	informative item. As I stated, the title and records staffs 

22 	of both the ELM state office and the commission have agreed 

23 	on what the records show. We had expected something like 

24 	25,000 acres from _ELM as the state's remaining entitlement, 

25 plus some unsupieyed land. It now appears that the Cotal) 

commission. 

•- S 
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r. 

11 	that the state is entitled to from BS,I~~ is114500 -es(in 

round numbers): That's a signif icant asset, al id it is 

3 	something that, as Mr. Ackerman properly pointed out, (4s)) due 

4 	the Stat,9 of Caliirernia,and we area little frustrated in not 

5 	being able to deliter that land. 

it 

15 

 

-1; 

6 

7 	expected. 

8 

9 	question. 

But it is significantly more acres than we had 

   

  

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Nr. Ackerman for a 

.63 

 

10 	 MR. ACKERMAN: How is that 114,000 acres 

11 	determined? Is it prime land? Is it the worst land that 

12 	tho federal government could select for us? 

13 	 MR. TROUT: Actually, £t is just determined by lot, 

14t Mi. Ackerman. It is the 16th and the 36th sections of the 

0 

1) 	15 townships. When they place the grid on the ground, you get 

  

16 	what's there. 

The situation is that in approximately half of that 

volume, when the survey was made somebody else was already 

on the land. It was in an. Indian reservation or a natural 

20 	forest, or some private party already had the land. In that 

21 	case we get to select other land. 

22 	 Now in that half we have a significant problem. 

23 	We believe we're entitled to equal acreage and that the 

17 

18 

19 

24 

'in 

state has an absolute right to select any lands in the publi 

25 	domain. The federal government, as Mr. Northrop said,  

r:,, PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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1 

the early sixties -- being a bureaucrat, 1 guess 1 can say 

that the bureaucrats in th'le Bureau of Land Management 

3 decided that BLM would on make certain of their lands 

4 available for selection of this purpose and that it required 

5 an equal value: the lards that the state 
0
asked for had to 

6
- be relatively equal to the value of the lands the 'state did 

7 not get. That's not written anywhere. 

)).The State of Utah::-_has taken that arguMent through 

the federal court system, and it is now pending before the 

Supreme Court. Mr. Stevens can probabl ig‘ive you a little 

more information on that. Jan and the staff from the 

Attorney General's office filet an amicus brief in that case, 

in which we and seven other States participated. 

The other\half of the acreage is land plat is not 

'surveyed: in other words, the grid has not been put on the 

ground. We cannot get title, until the grid has been put on 

the groUnd. However, we can offer thattitlement.,',̀  We can 
„- 

/ 

agree nthat when the grid is put on the ground, we're going 

to get 1 280 acres, and we can make selections' other places 

for that, land and give up our entitlement. But again, it's 

subject to the same question. 

41. real significance of this calendar item i that 

we are going to get significantly more acreage than we had I, 

thought we were going to get. We are entitled to morel-  ,1.% 

we had thought. But we still have a serious problem, wfAch 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
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19 
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21 

22 
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will be resolved by the Supreme Court. 

MR. STEVENS: If I could add a comment 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr, Stevens. 

MR. STEVENS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Items 21 

and 22 are both indicative of the policy of the BLM, which 

6 is not only to retain those lands which are now i its 

possession and not transfer any to states or others, but 

also to increase its ownership of public lands. Easements 

are no longer favored; they prefer to obtain land in fee. 

10 	 In fact, they have obtained, I believe, an 

11 	additional four peroont of California, or perhaps three and 

12 	a half million acres, from 1970 through today, judging by 

the lastest GSA figures. Their fee ownerships in California 

are increasing enormously because of this policy. So it is 

a problem. 

MR. ACKERMAN: The federal government is becoming 

a landholder and manager rather than just the holder of an 

easement or the right to use the land. 

MR. STEVENS: Not only that, but a land acquirer as 

well. 

MR. TROUT: The federal government is ab04t three 

million acres from owning half of California. 

MR. STEVENS: So we did argue on your behalf with 

Utah and eight other western states that the federal 

government was breakJ,4 / its promise when it declined to make 

,,_-,--- 
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additional lands available to us as mdemnity lands. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: I think we should be 

clear that item 22, which is merely a repOrt to us for 

4 	information purposes, 1.8 a determination between the state 

land BLM that the State of California is eventually entitled 

to 114,000-plus acres. But that is no guarantee that we're 

7 	going to see those right away. There's a little difference 

	

8 	between deciding,"Yes, you are entitled to it, but no, I 

	

9 	don't intend to give it to you." 

	

10 	 Since item 22 is informative only and does not 

	

11 	roquire 6ommission action, we will now go to item 23, which 
?f 

	

12 	is the United States of America (National Park Service) item 

	

13 	 MR, NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, this will be addressed 

	

14 	by Mr. Les Grimes, assistant manc-cer of the lands section. 

	

15 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Grimes. 

	

16 	 MR. GRIMES: Mr. Chairman, Dave Ackerman, I'd like 

17 , to make one more comment on item 22, Because the fed own 

	

18 	so much land, they seldom need anything from us, so if you 

19 want to hold them up and get some attention, this is 

20 probably the last chance you'll get for a year or so. 

	

21 	 MR. ACKERMAN: One more question on that. 

	

22 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr, Ackerman. 

	

23 	 MR. ACKERMAN: Do we have any estimate of what 

24 mineral deposits or resources are on federal lands? I 

	

25 	looked at:-=a map last week that showed all the federal lane 
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holding: in the Imperial Valley. You look at liraCtica4y 

the whole oasternthalf of San Bernardino „County,,,  and X 

	

3 	think they owe th0.r life to the 2ederal government out 

4 there. Woro looking at geotherm 1 resources and other 

	

5 	resources. Are there any surveys 

	

6 	 MR, NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Everitts from our, 

7 mineral section may have a comment on that. 

	

8 	 MR. EVERITTS: We look at specific parcels when 

9 were asked to, but as to making a general study of all the 

	

10 	land the federal people have, we don't. 

,)! MR. NORTpOP: Mr. Ackerman, Mr. S evens'*.ote a 

	

12 	very scholarly pieCe on the federal lands. • 

	

13 	- As I recall, Jan, you did disousS, the mineral. 

	

14 	deposits. 

	

15 	 MR, STEVENS: There have been some partial studies 

16 made of this subject to date, and they indicate that the 

	

17 	federal estimates of mineral deposits differ vastly from 

18 those of others who are interested in developing those 

19 deposits. There is no comprehensive estimate, but I know 

20 that in pne desert area alone the difference is something 

	

21 	like $500,000 worth of mineral deposits estimated by the 

22 United States and a billion dollars estimated by others. So 

23 there is a lot to be done, and a lot of study needed, and 

24 think the motives of the various people have to be 

25 evaluated. 
• 
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MR. ACKERMAN: Is li,f)  understanding oorrectthat any 

royalties for mineral extraction go to the federal 

	

3 	government and the state has no interest in that? 

	

4 	 MR. NORTHROP: In some areas there is a formula 

	

5 	I'm thinking of geothermal particularly now, and I think 

6 timber as well. There is a formula by which some of the 

	

7 	local entities participate. 

	

8 	 Usually -- and this is a problem were going to 

9 have to face -- the federal government pays some in-lieu 

	

10 	taxes,00r some payments in lieu of taxes, on federally held 

	

11 	lands. 

	

12 	1  MR. ACKERMAN: Do they pay that to the state? 

	

13 	= 	MR. NORTHROP: They pay that to the local entity-. 

	

14 	They do participate. With the OCS they give some coastal 

	

15 	impact funds, as we discussed earlier this meeting. They 

	

16 	do make some payments to the locals to offset it. 

	

17 	 MR. 4CKERMAN: Okay. 

	

18 	 MR. GRIMES: One more point on that. Earlier in 

	

19 	the year the co fission authorized us to make a 3,000-plus- 

20 acre indemnity selection up in the Geysers area. We did 

	

21 	that about two and a half months ago, and we havenit, even 

22 had an acknowledgement of receipt of our application from 

	

23 	BLM. 

	

24 	 MR. ACKERMAN: Maybe we'll hear in three or four 

	

25 	years, 
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(Laughter.) 

MR. GRIMES: On calendar item 23 the National Park 

Service wants to build a headquarters for the Channel 

Islands National Monument just south of Ventura. They 

bought a piece of land that has a title exception in the 

'policy for possible interest of the state. The staff has 

made a rather exhaustive study and feels that the commission 

has no interest in the parcel. 

However, as Mr. Trout said earlier, the attorneys 

for the federal people would like the delivery of a quit-

slim deed for otir nonexistent interest. 

ACTNG CHAIRPERSON BELL: I think the title 

coMpany would, too. 

(Laughter.) 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Do you have any 

objection to this? 

17 	 MR. ACKERMAN: No. That's okay. 

18 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BE: All right. If there is 

19 to objectA 	

LL 

n to item 23, it will be approved. 

20 	 Now we go to leases and permits, item 24, the 
(,) 

21 	ES st Bay Regional Park District. 

22 	 MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, th4S als6 falls in 

23 	Mr. Grimes' area of purview. 

24 	 MR. GRIMES: This is an application by the Ea$t Bay 

25 Pegional Park, w1' oh has been working down in Contra Costa 
( 
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County with Shell Oil. TI4'S is 

Shell's long wharf in Martinez. 

immediatoly lanward of 

It's 42-plus acres that 

22 

will be deve-loped into a bird-viewing typo of activity. 

ACTIN CHAIRPERSON BELL: This is on the Martinez 

side of Port Costa, isn't it? 

MR. GRIMES: Yes. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: In fact, its right 

within the flatlands of Martinez, isn"t it?' 

MR. GRIMES: Yes. It's between Shell's long whar2 

and the boat harbor there. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Any objection? 

MR. ACKERMAN: No objection. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection, item 

24 will be approved. 

' Item 25, leases and permits again, Federal 

Resources Corporation. 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, this falls in 

Mr. Everitts' area. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Fveritts. 

MR, EVERITTS: This is an application by the 

Federal Resources Corporation for some prospecting permits 

on seven noncontiguous parcels of land comprising about 

3'000 acres southerly of -Owens Lake. , Federal Resources ha 

a large holding of federai leases in the area, and they 

propose to explore for uranium and other minerals', uranium 

0 
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being the primary t 

Basically, its drilling a:Seris of holesanywhere 

from 100 feet deep to 1,500 feet deep and doing core 
/ 

an4ysis work.' 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: I notice that /this 

excludes oil, gas, or geothermal, 

EVERITTS: YeS. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: So this 	a relat kav 

3 

4 

5 

5 

7 

9 	limited lease, 

10 
	

MR. EVERITTS tic Right. Iz fact, we can't i2sue 

11 	prospec g pormits fOr oil and g 

12 	 ACTING CHAIRPER430N BELL: Do you have any 

13 	objection to this item? 

14 	 MR. ACKERMAN: No This is ,,a lear-cut example o 

5 	a prospecting permit. 

16 	 MR. NORTHROP: Yes. This is a prospecting permit. 

17 	 MR, ACKERMAN: No objection. 

18 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELLt If the is no Objection.  

t9 	to item 25, item 25 will be appro7ed. 

20 	 Item 26 for Chevron U.S.A. 

21 	 M. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Everit s would 

22 like to do some work with Chevron on some offshore wells. 

23 	 ACTING, CHAIRPERSON BELL: This is existing, under- 

24 	water wells? 

25 	 MR. EVERITTS: This i8 an ocean floor, 

\\ 
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yes, They are specifically interested in the Monterey Zone 

which is a highly p olific zone that Exxon has. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: That is where Holly is 

working, too? 

MR. ZVERITTS1 Yes. 

MR. ACKERMAN: No objection. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: "Without objecto , item 

26 is approved, 

Now we go to the Long Beach operations. Under the 

subject matter of subsidence, item 27 is an agreement for 

proposed oarthfill of purchased properties. 

MR, NORTHROP: M Chairman, Mr. Thompson will 

ress that. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Thompson. 

MR. THOMPSOL' 	There `s a difference of opinion 

16 between the commission and the Attorney General's staff and 

17 	the City. of Long Beach as to the reimbursable costs for 

1$ 	subsidencQ in raising parcels of land which have been 

19 	purchased by the City of Long Beach after substantial 

20 	subsidence on those lands has occurred. If the commission 

21 	agrees with the staff position and wants to allow the city 

22 to proceed with the first-phase planningr and then act on a 

2i 	Complete presentation by the city and the state within 120 

24 	days, that As the gist of this particular calendar item. 

25 	 We recommend this because we'd like to allow the 

' \ 

0 
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Port of Long Beach to proceed with this harbor expansion on 

land that it has purchased or is purCbasing, because it's in 

the best interests of both parties to proceed and do the 

wont as I  planned in order to avoid additional costs due to 

inflation, because those costs are going to have to be borne 

by one of the two parties eventually. 

5 

damage to tha cars which occurred befor-e—they were purchased 

by the Cityyf Long Beach. That is not a rigorous legal 
0 

analogy, but this is the way the staff views it 

What would happen under this agreement is that we 

would have a hearing in which the state's position and the 

city's position would be gathered by the executive officer 

and presented at a commission meeting within 120 days. )The 

city may go ahead with their first-phase planning. They may 

not deduct the cost of this from, oil revenue funds. Then 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

xz 
a 

PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPQTION 

7 	 To explain the staff's position on this -- this may 

8: not be precisely in legal terms, but we might use the 

9 	following analogy: If you imagine the ptate as an insurance 

10 company insuring automobiles owned by the Citv of Long Beach 

11 	for collision damage, with any blankot policys you add 

12 	additionaI oars yon just add them under the same policy. 

13 	rhe problem now is that the city is notifying the state, as 

14 	its insurance company, that they're purchasing damaged 

15 	automobiles to be covered by the insurance policy and it 

16 	expects the state as its iliSurance carrier to pay for the 
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MR, NORTHROP; It applies to the next item also. 

MR, PETERSEN; Yes, the next item also, 'hich 

lawar■UsiriemNalii■Vis 
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subject to what, happens at that particular meeting in 120 

2 	days as far as the commission's attitude on this queStion 

3 	of reimbursable subsidence costs on purchased lands, then we 

4 	can proceed to the second phase. 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr.. Chairman, the minutes in the 

6 calendar reflect that the harbor commission has approved 

this. However, I understand that duo to lack of a quorum 

they have not approved it, and Long Beach's premiere used 

car dealer, Einar Petersen, may want to make a statement 

10 as to what the recommendation was. 

11 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: M. Petersen, City of 

12 	Long Beach. 

13 	 MR. PETERSEN; That's correct, representing the 

city attorney's office. The Board of Harbor Commissioners 

was not in a quorum on Monday. This matter was on the 

agenda for their consideration. It is a recommendation of 

both the general manager of the port and the city attorney' 

/office that the Board of Harbor Commissioners accept and 

approve the agreement as drafted. I make that representa-

tion to you. 

21 	 But We did not have aquorum on Monday, etid 
22 	probably will not haVe one next Monday either, being 

23 	Christmas Ev 	We don't know yet. 

cr, 
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relates to the closure of the outstanding ApEs and the 

subsidence studies matters. Both of those agreements were 

on the agenda for last Monday. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: It doesn't really matter 

whether we approve something before the harbor commission 

approves it, because if the harbor commission does not 

approve it, it is null, and void anyway. 

MR. PETERSEN: Both contracts speak to the question 

that theY are effective only upon execution by both parties. 

MR. THOMPSON: The agreements authorize the 

executive officer to execute the documents. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Mr. Petersen. 

Not being an attorney, I read the words "without prejudice" to 

mean that if we approve item 27 before us today, this does 

not in any way color our decision or commit us in any way to 

a finding of any other type 120 days from now when We have 

all the facts before us from both sides; is that correct? 

MR. THOMPSON: That's my understanding. The 

lawyers will have to speak on that 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: I read the agreement, and 

that's what it sounded like to me. 

MR. PETERSEN: That's the city's understanding, 

MR, STEVENS: That's our undestanding, also, 

Chairman. Go ahead and do it, and we'll decide later 

who pays for it. 
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MR.' ACKERMAN: „This just allows all of us to 

proceed? 
, 	 4 

	

3 	 MR. THOMPSON: And to "preparea red)ord in whicY/the 

if 4 whole issue can be laid before you Within 120 days. 

	

5 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: IS there any objection to 

	

5 	item 27? 

MR.' ACKERMAN: None. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Hearing no objection, 

item 27 is approved. 

Item 28is Mr. Thompson again, I assume: agreement 

to °Apse so, sideilice accounts that go clear back to April 

1956. 

MR. THOMPSON: Yes, this is a closing of some items 

that go back to Chapter 29 and run on through t.hapter 138. 

They include seven AFEs and all these annuals from 1956. 

	

16 	 Thereare differences of opinion between the city 

17 and the state, and this is an attempt to more or les 

18 compromise all these agreements and get these cIlsed. There's 

19 nothing to be gained by keeping them open for this number of 

years, and so we've reached a compromise agreement. 
(.--, 

21 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Here again if both partie 

22' agree, we are then in agreement and in effect have closed th 

23 door on all of the subsidence issues up through June 30,1978 
0 	 \\ 

24 	 MR. THOMPSON f'll speak for the lawyers, and they,' 

8 

(/' 9  

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

20 

25 can comment. We are closing the items, settling the dollar 
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amount. Bothsides again, I think, maintain thetr 

particular legal positions on these. 

3 	 MR. PETERSEN; That is, correct, , 

4 	 MR. FIGHT: That is correct. 

5 	 MR,. ACKERMAN: This is on all subsidence issues? 

6 	 M. THOMPSON; The specific annuals to date, and 

7 the seven specific AFEs that are mentioned in here. As a 

0-1 

8 matter of fact, this is all the subsidence project works 

9 	that were closed through June 30th, also, as far as projects 

10 	are concerned. So this is trying to bring this as current 

11 	as possible..  

12 	 MR. ACKERMAN: That's (alike an undertaking. 

13 
	 MR. THOMPSON: Well, it's \mmething that's been 

14 hanging fire, and I think it showshe cooperation between 

15 	the city and the state. We can - ight forever on some of 

16 these little legal issues. We might as well get them closed. 

40 	 17- 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON SELL: They must want something 

18 

19 

20 

else. 

(Laughter.) 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. Is there any 

21 	objection to item 28,on the agreement to close the 

22  subsidence accounts? 

• 
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23 	 .MR. ACKERMAN: No objeCtion. 

24 
	

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection, item 

25 
	

28 is approved. 

. 	• 
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Item 29 on elevation surveys. Again, Mr. Thompson. 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Thompcn has some displays over 

on the wall. Long Beach is not sinking. 

MR. THOMPSON: This is an informative calendar 

item, and the main thing we want to place on the record is 

the second paragraph of this calendar item, which says: 

'''Staff review of ground eleva- 

tion survey data for the period Mayh 

1965 to August 1979 substantiates 

that no (subsidence of the land surface 

has occurred as the result of operations 

in the Long Beach Unit." 

That cumulative period of time is shown on the upper right- 

hand wal.J. The area> between the ,green which i8 way over on 
' 7 	 \ 

the far right and the green in the c,erfter indicates that 

there has been positive change in ground elevation between 

May of 1965, which was prior to the time that any/iproduction 

occurred at the Long Beach Unit, and August of 1979. That 

whole area between the greens there, which is offsetting the 

Long Beach Unit -- 

ACTING CFAITt'PEItSON BELL: Between the greens? From 

left to right? 

MR. THOMPSON: --,between the greens is all 

positive. That ground elei,ation actually has increased 

during that period of time.1  
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Now the last survey that was run was anomalous in 

the fact that it showed all negatives throughout the whole 

3 	Long Beach area. That map is the one on the lower left. 

That is contrasted with the one that was run the prevous 

5 	six months, the one on the lower right, and again you'll see 

6 there that everything outside of the green -- this time 

everylj.hing outside of the green -- was positive. 

Because of this last survey having a negative 

trend, there was a short survey run in November, and that is 

10 shown on the upper left, That is a blown-up portion of a 

11 
	very small area. Diane, could you point with your left 

12 hand to the'map,on the lower left? That area just above her 

13 	hand there. „That area right therOis what is enlarged in 

14 	the map on the upper left. 

15 	 So this abbreviated survey was run, and every 

16 benchmark there now comes out to be plus. ThiS agari is a 

17 question of determining really what the accuracy is that 

18 we're measuring here, and a matter of the whole area being 

19 'somewhat unstable. We really don't understand the inter-
() 

\20 relationships sometimes between tidese  possible earth tides, 

21 	and the general instability in the area, plus possible 

22 	errors in surveying. 

23 	 So again we now have trends that look more like the 

24 	previous trend. 

25 	 Do you have the exhibits in front of you, these 
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curves, the benchmark,curves? 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Yes. 

MR. THOMPSON: You can see how the points run on 

these, which are shown by the large red circles there. The 

5 	top of your stack is from the west,,from your left moving 

6 to the right. You'll see that they appear to be back on 

	

7 	previous tren4s. 

	

8 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Each one of those red 

9 marks is one of these charts here? 

	

10 	 MR. THOMPSON: Right, starting from left to right. 

	

11 	Again, you can see the rebound phenomena there. So what 

	

12 	this says is that whatever is happening is not suddenly 

	

13 	showing a change of trend. We will be ,.dunning another 

	

14 	survey in February, which will help establish any trends. 

15 	There actually is rebound here, as you can see from the 

16 	curves. It's the stability of that rebound that time will 

17 	establish. 

18 	 This is purely an infrmational,,calendar item. 

19 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you, Mr. Thompson. 

20 	Since it is an informational item only, and designed, I 

21 	think, primarily to assure the public that Long Beach is not 

24 	 '07e will now go to the Downtown Shoreline Marina, 

25 	item 30, capital improvement project. 
0 

22 sinking into the ocean, we do not require an action on this 

23 	item. 
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MR. THOMPSON: The main purpose of th) commission 

2 here is to make a finding that tho expenditure proposed by 

3 	the City of Long Beach falls within one of the categories 

of Section 6(a) through (f) of Chapter 138. There are 

5 	certain uses for tideland revenue exponditq es that are 

outlined in Chapter 138, Sed ion 6(d) spe4ifically mentions 

small boat harbors and marinas, so therefo# this 

expenditure for these marinas is a proper e x penditure. That 

is really the=finding here. 

There is a combining of a previous action by the 

commission with this,l)ecause there is some overlap between 

the ts4;' marinas, so they want the approvals to go in 

together. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Thompson, part of 

this is to rescind a prior action, isn't it, for a small -- 

MR, THOMPSON: Well, "rescind" or "incorporate into 

this", whichever way you want to think abbut it. Again, 

it's the same finding that you made before. 

MR ACKERMAN: So the action we're being asked to 

do is the same? 

MR. THOMP5ON: Right. We're merely making the 

finding that this particular use is authorized by Chapter 

138, Sections 6(d) and (f), 

MR. ACKERMAN: We weren't eked to pass any 

,judgment on the Shoreline Marina?, • 
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MR. THOMPSON: No. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL; This is a purely a 

finding as required by Chapter 138. 

F4R THOMPSON; The city manager notifies us that 

they're going to make this expenditure, and the commission 

then makes the finding th:qt is authorized by Chapter 138, 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: In reading the pertinent 

information on the, calendar item -- not in the summary, but 

in the back -- there is a sentence here that intrigues me, 

because there are three actions that we could possibly take. 

One 	no action At all, The second is to determine'that it 

is in accordance with Section 138 authorizatier and the 

third is to determine that it isn't. 

Two,of the actions apparently would allow this 

project to go ahead, One of them is the 'one that,you are 

recommending for us to accept 	saying that it is qualified 

under Section 6(d) and (f) of Chapter 138 --and the other 

action is to say no action at ail. Vrci rather eurkous to 

know what happens if we take no action at all. 

MR. THOMPSON: There's a time limit; Lion in 

Chapter 138 according to which you must act. 	you don 

act, I gather that's 'taken to be approval. The lawyerS 

"ould have to comment further on that. That,  the way the 

!1  ,Oinguage in 138 re41S'. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON t I+;L 	I admit t should have 
ii 

000 
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asked the 'question earlier, but that just caught my eye4ast 

night when I was going over the agenda. 

3 	 MR, THOMPSON: In effect,, this is protection for 

4 the city so the commission can't in effect extend forever 

a fixed 

MR. ACXERMAX: 

MR. PETERSEN: 

ACKERMAN: 

Thirty days? six months? 

Sixty days. 

No objection. 

5" without giving them some kind of L:pproval. There's 

6 time in which you must make a decision. 

7 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Thank you. 

8 

9 

10 

If 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Is there 

12 	from anyone in the audience on this item? 

ny objection 

If no calendar item 30 is approved. We will now 

go >to calendar item 31. This is an informative item? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Right,',Mr. Chairman. Mr. Thompson is 

A revenue. 

Thi is just capping up for the , 

a for4cast for the future year. As 

MR, NORTHROP: 

going to review Parcel 

MR. THOMiSON: 

'7S-'79 year and giing 

far as revenue forlthe 
, 

coming year, we merely said it would 

exceed $3,1 million. This is because of the uncertainty 

involved with oil pricing and heavy-oil decontrol and the 

federal excise tax, But it will exceed'that amount. 

ACTING CHASRPERSON BELL: As to whether they Will 

tax state oil. 

MR THOMPSON: Right. That particular issue is now 

HORTHAND REPORTING CORPORA ON 
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9 

Mr. Northrop. Perhaps it should go to Mr. Northrop for 

inquiry back in Washington. 

I would like to know what alternatives are left t 10 

6 

in conference committee between the House of Representatives 

2 1 and the Senate.' The state exemption is in both bills In one 

3 1 form or another, the House bill versioneing primarily for 
1 

4 	educational purposes, and the sex,__ to bill being a completP 

S j exemption. 

ACTING CH4IRPERSON BELL: I don't know whether this 

7 	question should go to Mr. Thompson or to the attorneys or to 

11 	the State of California if the House version prevkils which 

12 	in effect exempts that state oil which is used for 

13 	educational purposes, but not for general statp purposes. 

14 	 MR. THOMPSON: 	think at the presentLtime the 

	

' 15 	lawyers are looking into what would happen in the exact 

	

16 	definition of how the Long Beach entitlements would `have t 

17 	be handled in a legal way, and if legislation would be 

10( 1  required. 
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ON 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

MR. NORTHROP: I havti discussed this With 

Mr. Lamont. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: I was wondering whether 

N. Lamont was 10_king into it.q 
I) 	 ,, 

MR. NORTHROP: He isf„%and we have found another 
 

problem and we are proceedingAon that line now, Mr. Bell. 
-,. 

the House version passest  we may have some fast footworkto 

•s\ 
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3 

do, which would involve not only the state but possibly the 

City of Long Beach. 

MR. THOMPSON: Mr. Northrop also pointed this out 

4  with the staffs of the Finance Department and the 

5 Legislative An4ayst and also brought it out at the Joint 

6 Finance Committee hearing in Long Beach that this probably 

7 would require some legislative action. 

8 	 MR. NORTHROP: But we didn't realize it may also 

9 involve Long Beach. This is what we're looking at now. 

MR. THOMPSON: In hindight we hope this is the 
Ct 

11 	last time we'll bring this type of adverse deal, but in 

12 	'78-c,79 you can see what`happened when we did one additional 

13 redrill. It actually knocked 17 percent of our revenue down. 

14 

is 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

ii 

In effect, we could have redrilled Six more wells and come 

up with no revenue, and that's exactly the state we have 

been in for the last six or eight years. Hopefully, itis 

nA going to be that way in the future. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: 7If my memory does not 

fail me, Parcel A was one of those that was becoming quite 

marginal at the time the federal - government was putting thos 

very restrictive prices on us. 

MR. THOMPSON: That's right. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. This is an 

informdtive item only and does not require action by the 

commission. 
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We'\now go to the litigation items. Item 32 is 

Guard C. Darrah V. State of California. 
(c.  

3 

4 	Mr. Hight, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. NORTHROP: This will be handled by our counsel, 

5 
	

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Hight. 

6 
	 MR. HIGHT: Mr. Chairman, this is a settlement of 

	

7 	a lawsuit initiated by Mr. Darrah against the commission. 

	

8 	In settlement of the lawsuit the s
I
Ate will give Mr. Darrah 

9 
	some land along the Calaveras River in return for an island. 

	

10 	 ACTINGCHAIRPERSONBELL:This is land exchange? 

	

1' 	 MR. NIGHT:// Yes. 
	V 

i 

	

12 	 ACTING CH4IRPERSON BELL: Equal value? 

	

13 	 MR. HIGHT: Yes. 

	

14 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection --- 

	

15 	 MR. ACKERMAN: Without object-:on. 

	

16 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection, item 

	

17 	32 is approved. 

	

18 	 Item 33, United States\4Lael. 

	

19 	 MR. HIGHT: Mr. Chairman, this is a federal 

20 condemnation for the Miramar Naval Air Station in which the 

	

21 	Lands Commission has no interest. 

	

22 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Without objection -- 

	

23 	 MR. ACKERMAN: Without objection. 

	

24 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: -- item 33 is approved. 

	

25 	 Item 34, Andrus V. Idaho, 
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MR. HIGHT: If I can give that one to Mr. Stevens 

MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Stevens has been working on this 

3 Mr. Chairman. This is the request of the Attorney General 

to file an amicus brief. 

5 MR. STEVENS: This is another issue, Mr. Chairman, 

6 	invoTfving the rights of the state as against the federal 

government, and specifically the Bureau of Land Management. 

a Basically, the same principles 4re involved in this as in th 

indemnity case that is now before the U.S. Supreme Court. 

This one is up there now. We have the same basic principle,  

of a federal grant of land which by interpretation is now 

being withdrawn.,  

There is an oppor•uni.'4Y to join in a brief which is 

being filed by the Western States Water Council, and I expec 

it to be s...tisfactory and to represent California as being on 

the side of Idaho and a number of other western states on 

the same issue. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: This would appear to be a 

common problem for a number of western states and not just 

Idaho and Califol'hia. 

R. STEVENS: It's so common that we formed a sub-

- committee of the Western Attorneys General, and I believe 

there is a' similar group in Western State Lands Commissioners 

o deal with that very thing. We have a lot of common 

problems in this area. 

23 

74 
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ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Its my understanding 

that although the Carey 'Act is still enabling legislation, 

the commission is inactive. So our joining in the suit, here 

is primarily to protect the right of the State of California 

to this Carey Act land if we choose to exercise it. 

MR. STEVENS: That's correct, Mr. Bell. We have an 

entitlement of desert lands, but getting the water neceSsary 

to reclaim these lands uclr present-circumstances could be 

a problem. However, we believe we should protect our rights. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: This is primarily 

roteo a.ve action to `protect our rights. 

MR. STEVENS: Exactly. 

MR. ACKERMAN: I think its a good action.  

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Without objection, 

item 34 is approved. 

Item 	,o Bruce Martin. 

MR. HIGHT: Item 35, Mr. Chairman, is autWization 

fir litigation against Mr. Martin. He has filled in 

portion of the old bed of the San Joaquin River. We've had 

recent communication with him, and it is hoped that this 

item can INe settled without litigation. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELT,; All right. Our action 

here would authorize you both to negotiate with him and to 

go td)litigation if necessary as a trespser. 

, 	MR. HIGHT: Correct, Mr. Chairman. 



C 

C) 

4 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON HELL: Without objection -- 

MR. ACKERMAN: No Objection. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSOp BELL: Without objection, item 

35 is approved. 

Item 36 is again litication: Department of the 

Army, Corps of Engineers. 

MR. HIGHT: Mr. Chairman, the Oakland Army Station 

desires a cession of conourrent'icriminal jurisdiction over 

a portion of a street within the army base. The Army now 

has criminal jurisdiction over the entire area with the 

exception of this street. There has apparently been some 

speeding and some driving problems there, and they desire  

(;\ 

This is the authorization to hold a hearingr'and we 

will be back at a subsequent commission meeting with the 

results of that hearing. 

MR. ACKERMAN: This piece of property is under our 

jurisdiction? 

MR. HIGHT: No, the property is not under our 

jurisdiction, but the Government Code has given the 

commission the jurisdiction to determine whether or not the 

federal go ernment should be given criminal jurisdiction or 

can give the state criminal jurisdiction. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Actually,,this is a 

determination as to whether the federal government can arr s 
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1 	somebody who is speeding on that street anteapply its laws 

2 to him or whether it has to be done by the 1state under the 

	

3 	state's laws. Concurrent jurisdiction allos the exercise 

	

4 	of both. 

	

5 	 In some areas which are sensitive :to Some local 

	

6 	sheriffsi they have objected to giving the United States 

	

7 	concurrent jurisdiction in past meetings. I s.Iould ask if 

8 the Sheriff of Alameda County has expressed &Ay problems of 

this nature. 

	

10 	 MR. H3 IT: lie has not, but that would be one of 

	

11 	the purposes of ',Ale public hearing: to determi e whether 

	

12 	there is any  opposition to this We don't anticipate at the 

	

13 	present time that there will be any opposition. 

14 

15 

16 

ACTTNO CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. All tiiis does 

is authorize a public hearing? 

MR. HIGHT: That's all this does, Mr. Chairman. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. Without 

18 	objection, item 36 is approved. 

19 	 Item 37, State Lands Commission standard lease 

4 

0 

ZO 	provisions. 

21 	 MR. NORTHROP: Mr. Chairman, there has been some 

12 	criticism with afl governmental leases that they are' so 

23 	encumbered with legalese that its difficult for the lay 
`1,  

24 person to understand it With this in mind ire hate atteMPte 

25 	to revise the State Lands Commission standard lease covenant 

I-, 
...Oa.* a_ owinaselissur maim, 



into lay language I think we've accomplished that with 

2 	some degree of success. Thn staff recommends that ye.)U 

3 	approve these new lease covenants. 

4 	 (Thereupon a brief discussion was held 

off the record.) 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Our private conversation 

here merely dealt with the fact that as part of all legal 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON EELL:' We,happen to have an 

3' dOcumenta—it's always printed in type that guarantees that 

9 most of the people can't read it without a magnifying glass. 

10c 	 (Laughter.) 

11 

12 	example of that bore,,, and we were kidding that we ought,  to 

3 insist that you put it in readable type. 

14 	 MR. NpRTHROP: Mr. Chairman, that criticism is well 

15 taken, and we 1011  take those steps. 

16 	 ACTING ,CH' 	BELL: Without objection -- 

17 	 MR ACKMAN: No objection. 

18 	 ACTING CHA1RPERSON- EELL: I've reaa them, and 

19 frankly I congratulate the staffi  and particularly the 

20 lawyers who have sacrificed their sacrilegious language so 

21 	that ordinary people can understand it. I think it's a very 

22 good J04:,., \„1)  
23 	',Without objection, then, item 37 will be approved. 

24 	 Item 38/  the last item on the agenda, is the Lake 

„25 	Tahoe s °rezone assessittent. 
• 

0 
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MR NORTHROP: Mr, Chairman,,, as you recall, 

Mr. Trout at some previous meeting asked the commission to 

3 h-l& off things on the Tahoe snorezone, so I will ask him to 

respond,,to this item. 

ACTING ,CHAIRPERSON BELL: Mr. Trout. 
■.` 

MR. TROUT: Mr. Chairman: We had a considerable 

concern from the staff s standpoint at Tahoe as to how many 

individualpierS could be built up there without having a 

Significant environmental impadI.. Mat people were coming 
, 

10 up with categorical exemptions from CEe01 because the piers 

t 	were less than 3,000 square feet in area. 

12 	 The primary governing agency up there was the Tahoe 

13 Regional Planning Agency. Asa bi-state creation, they did 

14 	not feel they came under the provisions of the California 

15 Environmental Quality Act. 

16 	 Until we could do something about that, we asked 

17 the commission to ado Pt a policy of not grantiAgany further 

18 retreational pier permits at Lake Tahoe wi-th4 couple of 

19-  exemptions: existing piers would be permitted and assigned4 

20 multiple-use Piers (in other words, where several people got 

21 	together and built a`joint pier, a homeowners' association 0 

22 	,a6me other kind of thing which shared the use of a pier) 

23 , would be approved under the policy; and mooring buoys off 

24 	shore. 

' 25 	 MR. AMMAN: Would that be like two adjoining lot 
is 0 
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I 	could get together and jointly build pier? 

TROUTt' Right, any shared use, 'Sti that you 

reduce the number of piers, With more than one party sharing 

the use of a common pief. 

At the time I recommended that to the commission, 

we had thought that the funding of a cumulative environmenta 

impact report would be soon available. We were unable to 

get that funding from several sources during the year, and 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 in the summer the commission extended the policy throe 

10 	De-:ember 30th of this year. 

11 
	

The Resources Agency has now included 

C.? 

0 

funds from the sale of personalized libense plates, they 

have approved the funding of a cumulative environmental 

14 	impact report. We understand that $175,000 will probably be 

15 	included in the Governor's budget for this purpose. That 

16 money would become available July 1st. 

17 	 We'd like to suggest that the Commission continue 

18 its policy either untikthat cum lative environmental impact 

19 	report is completed, or December 31, 1980', or until the 

20 adoption by- the Californk4 Tahoe Regional Planning Agency of 

21 	shorezone development criteria, 

We continue to feel that an unlimited number of 

3 piers being permitted uqthout an environiental report is 

/4 probably a poor position for the state, so we recommend that 

25 we,just continue the policy. 
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ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: DO) we have 'a cutoffon 

	

2 	this of one year, or would this extend beyond' one year? 

MR. TROUT!,,, Yes, sir. We don't believe it would 

	

4 	extend beyond a year. We're asking your permission, as part 

	

5 	of the calendar item, to somewhat anticipate favorable 

	

- 6 	legislative and gubernatorial action on that budget it41. 

7 We would be prepared on July 1st to contract *With consultant 

8 to make the study, and we believe that prior to the 

9 expiration of the year, which is the maximum extension.of 

	

)0 	this policy, that Cal-T1PA would'have adopted the shorezone 

development criteria and-we will have had completion of a 

	

12 	cumulative SIR. 

	

13' 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELLThank your Mr, Trout. 
, 

	

14 	 MR. ACKERMAN HowA...ong has the moratorium been in 

15 

16 

0 

17 	November Commission meeting last year. Yes, it was the 

18 	November 1978 commission meeting. 

10 	 MR. ACKERMAN; Do you have any idea how many 

20 applications have been received for piers? 

21 	 MR. TROUT: No I don't. Mr, Grimes might. 

22 	 ,MR, GRIMES: Seven or eight. I know of seVen that 

23 we have deferred action on and I think there's anotherr'One 

24 

Cy 	25 

int(shop no r 	we'll have to defer. 
) 

MR. ACKERMAN: Did any of those then Come back as 
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effect? about a year? 

MR. TROUT: Yes. It was adopted, I believe, at the 

  



0 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Vii- 

multiple-use request? 

MR. GRIMES: Not yet. 

MR. ACKERMAN: They were all single requests? 

MR. GRIMES: Right. 

5 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: Okay. Without objection, 

6 	item 38 is approved. 

That completes the regular part of our agenda. I 

am informed that the commission will now go into'executive. 

session. 

MR. NORTHROP: Mt. Chairman, I notice the city 

attorney of Long Beach is here, and while this deals witla 

tax prob m, I would think it might be help ul if he woulc4 

be willingto sit in on the executive session. It would be 

helpful to the staff to Tit his thinking on it. 

ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: All right. If 

Mr. Petersen has no objection -- 

17 	 MR. NORTHROP: No, it would be Mr. Bob Parkin 

18 	 ACTING CHAIRPERSON BELL: ii All right. I will -nr4-4 

19 	declare that we are in executive Session and we 

20 	to ask everyene else to leave the room. 

= 

(Thereupon the public> portion of 

Ais meeting-of th(State Lan4 

OiMMission was adjourned at 11:01 , 

a.m.) 

// 
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